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                       Even though we haven't met, you have been in our

prayers since before we began this journey! Adoption is a long-time

dream of ours and we are so grateful for this opportunity. 

Even though we have one son, Chance, we’ve always envisioned

having a home full of little ones, love, and happiness. Our faith

grounds our lives and provides us with direction and purpose, and our

family values integrity and helping others. Our hope is for our children

to understand and prioritize these values in their lives. 

We may never understand the stress you are going through, but we

can assure you that we will love your child unconditionally, just as we

love Chance! We firmly believe that you will know in your heart if we

are the right family for you, and we want you to know that we are

committed to openness and communication. We would be immensely

blessed to walk alongside you on this journey and we wish you all the

best!

Hello!



How We Met andHow We Met and

Fell in LoveFell in Love

         e met through a mutual friend on a                   

trip to an amusement park. Dakia wasn't

paying any attention to Brandon at first,

but when he attended her dance concert

soon after, then graciously began helping to

pack up costumes and props without being

asked, her interest peaked! We courted for

some time getting to know each other and

exploring common interests like movies and

restaurants, painting, and serving in

ministry together. 

Recently, we celebrated 6 years of

marriage, and absolutely love each other's

company! As best friends, our bond is

routinely strengthened by our devotion to

each other, and our commitment to

continuously growing and getting better. 
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Brandon is the rock of our family, a pillar of

strength for us, and incredibly positive.

Before marriage, we promised that we would

be examples for our children by teaching

them how to walk in love. Watching him keep

this promise with Chance has my heart so full!

He is a former special needs elementary

school teacher, and now he utilizes his gift of

helping children by providing recreational

care to those in the community. His work

ethic is exceptional and the respect he

receives at work is beyond admirable. Also an

entrepreneur, he works hard on our

landscaping business to ensure we are always

provided for. In his spare time, he enjoys

sports, catching up with childhood friends,

and firing up the grill! Brandon is my best

friend and confidant, and he makes my life so

much better!

Dakia is an inspiration to not only me, but her

entire family. Nothing happens without her

planning or presence, and she makes my role as

a husband and father an easier journey. She is

wise and patient, and prioritizes nurturing her

family. These qualities already make her an

exceptional mother! As a senior web manager,

she uses her creativity to produce policy and

governance for government websites. Growing

up in an artistic family has enabled her to

combine her talents of managing,

choreographing, and performing in dance events

across the country. Her passion and lifelong

experience in dance led to her form her own

dance ministry, where she directs large concerts

and provides performance opportunities for

dancers. In her spare time, Dakia loves using her

hands for crafting and coloring, and I am blessed

to call her my wife, and the mother of my

current and future children!



Lifestyle andLifestyle and  

ReligionReligion

      ur family prioritizes a balanced

lifestyle! We bond by planning and

preparing meals, and we stay active by

combining walks around the lake with

playground stops for Chance! Since we

both had extremely active upbringings

with Dakia immersed in dance and Brandon

immersed in sports, we look forward to

passing that foundation along to our kids.

Our favorite time of the week is Sunday

where we spend the most uninterrupted

time together and indulge in ice cream

treats, and our most active time of year is

summer where we spend many hours at the

beach, the pool, and grilling. We also

enjoy visiting animals at the zoo, the

dinosaurs at Jurassic Park events, and the

circus! 

     piritually, we are active Christians with

our church. We prioritize prayer,

developing our hearts, and presenting our

marriage to God. We begin and end every

day with prayer and devotions, and we are

blessed by how much Chance enjoys

prayer. We will continue prioritizing our

children’s spirituality so that they walk in

humility and love as adults. 
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Painting date night

Bike rides at the beach

Snow day fun is the best fun



Chance practicing flashcards with DaddyFully relaxed on vacation

Visiting the animals at the 
petting zoo

Chance loves the beach
and sand

Fun at our neighborhood 
playground

Spending Valentine's Day with CupidA summer dip in the pool



Our Parenting Style
        hance is our pride and joy and he is so excited about becoming a big

brother! Not only does he keep us laughing at his sense of humor, we are also in

awe of his intelligence and common sense for a 3 year old. He loves playing

with his marble run and train track, playdates with his 5 cousins and Godsister,

and swimming where he has dominated the water since infancy! He’s never afraid

to ask for help and he is an overall sweetheart. Watching him grow reminds us

that we have a responsibility in preparing the next generation, and we are

grateful for our front row seats to witness our children’s growth. 

We prioritize love and believe in setting expectations, helping our children

choose acceptable behaviors, and learning self-control. We are intentional

about praising Chance daily, no matter how big or small the achievement. We

will continue this practice with our future child, and our prayer is that they will

both grow into strong, kind and loving humans.
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Visiting Thomas the Train

Pure joy on the swing

Flying high at the National Monument



Extended FamilyExtended Family

              e love getting together with our  

 families! Dakia is extremely close with her Mom,

and has 3 siblings with 4 nieces and 1 nephew.

Brandon sadly lost his Dad in 2012, but he

remains very close with his Mom and sister, and

we recently celebrated his Grandmother's 100th

birthday! Chance loves his cousins and is thrilled

when he gets to spend time with them. We enjoy

hosting kids game nights with age-appropriate

activities, taking them to the pool, and Chuck E.

Cheese's! We appreciate our nieces and nephew

for teaching us how to transition into

parenthood with our own son. Chance also loves

his Grandparents, Aunties and Uncles who are

so helpful with babysitting and showering him

with love. His relationship with his Godparents

and Godsister is the cutest we've ever seen.

Family is everything to us! We are honored to

have the full support of our families and close

friends on our adoption journey, and they are

excited to surround our next child with the same

love they freely give us. 
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Chance with his Grandma and cousins

Our Moms at our baby shower

Dakia's Mom, oldest niece, and sisters



CelebrationsCelebrations

             e love Christmas! It's a fun reason to

spoil Chance and each other, and we get to

spend time with loved ones while celebrating.

Since Brandon loves the outdoors, we've made

Christmas tree picking and cutting a yearly

tradition, followed by grabbing peppermint

milkshakes. We've continued our childhood

traditions of decorating our home, listening to

Christmas music, and opening one gift each on

Christmas Eve. In the fall, we enjoy picking

pumpkins, fall festivals, and expressing

gratitude for everything we have on

Thanksgiving. As we welcome our new child, we

are excited to keep our traditions going while

creating new ones that bond us even more.
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Christmas morning!

Cutting our Christmas tree

Pumpkin Patch fun

Celebrating Brandon's Grandmother's
100th birthday with his family



Travel

      very summer, we take one week-

long family vacation out of town, and

spend various weekends, birthdays, and

anniversaries at Dakia’s family’s condo

lounging on the beach. As a couple, we

enjoy cruising and traveling overseas for

milestone celebrations when we can.

When our family is complete and our

children reach mid childhood, we plan

to travel internationally altogether. The

learning provided by travel helps to

shape a world view larger than what

can be taught in a classroom. We are so

excited for our children to experience

this greater level of educational

enrichment!
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Football in the Miami heat

Virginia Beach is one of our favoritesNighttime stroll in Ocean City



Our Home &Our Home &

NeighborhoodNeighborhood

           e own a 3-level townhome in the

suburbs of Washington, D.C. with 3

bedrooms and multiple playrooms! Our

new child’s room is adjacent to Chance’s

room. We have a private backyard where

we enjoy grilling and blowing water

balloons with Chance, and our shared front

courtyard is spacious enough for playing

catch and making snow angels. Our

neighborhood is very diverse, quiet and

well kept, with 4 playgrounds and a large

pool within walking distance. Our

community has every essential business

needed including a library, and many

schools with educational enrichment

programs. We are grateful that we have

everything we need nearby.
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Family room and main play area

Chance's room

Neighborhood playground and lake

Loft and secondary play area



             e are thrilled to extend our love to a child in need of a loving home! We seek to

shine a bright and nurturing light into a young life, and we promise to love your child

without reservation. As we anxiously await the new addition to our family, we assure

you that we are ready to jump into our roles as adoptive parents. We are committed to

surrounding them with unconditional love and support. We promise to celebrate their

adoption story, honor your place in that story, and stay connected to you throughout

the years. We believe adoption is our call to give love, and we thank you for considering

us a part of your journey.
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